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In 2013, the San Antonio River Authority 
(River Authority) developed a flood 
warning tool using the Innovyze 
FloodWorks modeling platform, InfoWorks 
RS. The models, which are continuously 
fed rainfall data from the National Weather 
Service, produce runoff and soil moisture 

conditions for 182 miles of the San Antonio River basin, 
producing fast and reliable alerts and flood inundation maps 
every 15 minutes. 

Recently, the River Authority showcased the flood alert 
system within the Upper San Antonio River Watershed to 
demonstrate the impacts of a Hurricane Harvey-caliber storm. 
This model utilized the actual rainfall data recorded over the 
seven day Harvey storm event. River Authority engineers 
positioned the rainfall data over Bexar County with the 
most intense rainfall depths centered north of downtown in 
Olmos Basin to simulate a similar storm event in the heart 
of San Antonio. The model results showed that Olmos Basin 
would receive enough rainfall to fill the Alamodome 41 times 

— about 23.34 billion gallons of water. Accounting for the 
topography of San Antonio, local infrastructure, and regional 
riverine systems, the model paints an accurate picture of 
what could be expected from a Harvey-magnitude storm 
event. 

With the adoption of its budget for Fiscal Year 2018-2019, the 
River Authority is focused on converting and upgrading the 
old FloodWorks modeling platform to a new, more robust 
Predictive Flood Modeling platform, which will expand data 
input and output capability and increase the range and rate 
of simulation flows so that flood risks are communicated 
accurately in real-time. 

The new platform has the potential to mobilize communities 
throughout the San Antonio River basin to plan smarter for, 
and react more quickly to extreme flood events. Predictive 
Flood Modeling will save lives by empowering communities 
to identify vulnerable areas, plan sustainable infrastructure, 
and adopt development policies that mitigate the effects of 
flood waters while enhancing the community’s capacity for 
emergency response. 

By Deb Bolner Prost, SARA Board Member, Bexar County At-Large

Board Approves Predictive 
Flood Modeling Initiative

A female version of Mogli from the movie Jungle Book, 
that’s me! As a little girl I remember spending weekends 
wandering around in the dry deciduous forests of central 
India, the hunting grounds of the majestic Bengal Tiger. While 
my fearless father (a dedicated officer in the Indian Forest 
Service) was busy protecting tiger habitat (and me without 
my knowledge), I pretended I was the princess of the jungle! 
He was my super hero, the protector of the earth and its 
amazing creatures and I dreamt of being JUST LIKE HIM! 

Those early years of fueling my curiosity, sharpening survival 
skills and developing a keen understanding of the fragility 
of our existence led me into the field of environmental 
protection from a truly global perspective. Those years fueled 
a passion to inspire people to see the world with compassion 
for all life and instill a sense of stewardship for our precious 
planet. Today that is my vision and mission for life. When the 
universe led me to the San Antonio River Authority (River 
Authority), I knew it was my ‘Ikigai’ (a Japanese philosophy for 
life about finding your sweet spot where your job and passion 
meet).

At the River Authority I get to unleash the power of caring 
deeply. What do I do every day at the River Authority? I hold 
the title of Education Coordinator, but from my perspective, 
I tell the story of the river to hundreds of young and old 
citizens throughout our basin. I tell it in a way that would 
make children, adults and organizations care and want to take 
action for protecting it. I am grateful beyond measure every 
day to be assigned this responsibility by the River Authority 
and I truly believe it was meant to be! 

By Minna Paul, Education Coordinator

Employee Highlight
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Do you represent a company, organization, neighborhood 

association, Kiwanis Club, Rotary Club, gardening club or any 

other community interest group? If so, we would love to have 

the opportunity to present to you about the San Antonio 

River and our role as an agency. 

The San Antonio River Authority (River Authority) has 

developed an informative presentation in an effort to educate 

the community about our vision of inspiring actions for 

healthy creeks and rivers. All presentations are free, and are 

booked on a first-come, first-serve basis. Presentation length 

can be adjusted for your group needs from 30 to 60 minutes. 

The presentation is broken down into the River Authority’s 

three service areas: safe, clean and enjoyable. Under the safe 

section, your group will learn about the River Authority’s 

work in flood management which includes information 

about our flood mapping tools to help you understand your 

flood risk and the retention dams managed by the agency. 

The clean section includes information about the efforts 

of our scientists to monitor and improve the water quality 

of our creeks and rivers through sustainable practices like 

low impact development. The enjoyable section includes 

information about the nature parks, which are maintained 

and operated by the River Authority, and the free events and 

park programming available to the public. The final section 

of the presentation explains how you can find opportunities 

to actively get involved in protecting and preserving our 

creeks and rivers. Presenters come with the River Authority 

quarterly newsletters, maps of the San Antonio River Walk 

which include trails, paddling access points and picnic areas, 

and the San Antonio River Basin map. 

To request a presentation, simply visit our website at www.

sara-tx.org. We look forward to sharing our love of the river 

with you and have you join us in our efforts! 

By Yviand Serbones-Hernandez, Community Relations Coordinator

Free Community Presentations

The Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) was 

established in 2005 to serve as a comprehensive public 

participation group that reviews and provides input on 

environmental studies and programs at the San Antonio River 

Authority (River Authority). The committee is made up of 13 

members, including co-chairs, each representing a distinct 

stakeholder group. The groups presently represented are: 

academia, agriculture, bay and estuary, recreation, business 

and industry and environmental. The 13 members not only 

represent different stakeholder groups, they represent 

the four county district that the River Authority serves. 

The members represent Bexar, Wilson, Karnes and Goliad 

counties as well as the San Antonio Bay and Estuary to give 

the River Authority a holistic view of the issues impacting 

the environment in the entirety of the San Antonio River 

Watershed. 

In addition to the committee’s role in providing feedback on 

environmental concerns, the EAC serves as the Clean Rivers 

Program (CRP) Steering Committee. The CRP is a partnership 

between the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

and regional water authorities like the River Authority, to 

coordinate and manage water quality monitoring, data 

collection and analysis in an effort to improve the quality 

of water within Texas river basins. Committee members are 

charged with reviewing CRP highlight reports and providing 

feedback as well as suggestions for future projects and 

studies within the CRP. 

The committee meets quarterly to hear updates and 

presentations on the current projects and programs being 

conducted by the River Authority. Their next meeting will be 

held in December 2018. All meetings are open to the public 

and anyone is encouraged to come out and learn more about 

the work the EAC and the River Authority staff are doing to 

keep our rivers and creeks safe, clean and enjoyable. 

To learn more about the Environmental Activity Committee, 

visit www.sara-tx.org.

By Hillary Lilly, Intergovernmental Coordinator

Environmental Advisory Committee



Here at the San Antonio River Authority (River Authority), 
we’re steadfast in our commitment to safe, clean, enjoyable 
creeks and rivers. We understand that pollution on the land, 
whether it be in a park, on a roadway or parking lot, leads 
to pollution in our creeks, streams and rivers. During a rain 
event, stormwater flows over the land, often accumulating 
bacteria, such as E. coli from pet waste. Stormwater also flows 
off of impermeable pavement surfaces such as parking lots, 
often accumulating pollution from oil and other automotive 
fluids, as well as dust from brake pads and the like. This rush 
of (now polluted) water flows into storm drains, which feed 
directly into our streams, increasing water pollutants and 
contributing to the risk of flooding. 

Introducing Low Impact Design (LID) Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) to a development can have profound effects 
on reducing pollutant loads. From permeable pavement to 
green roofs, sand filters to rain gardens, these techniques 
seek to slow down and spread out the flow of stormwater 
allowing it a chance to infiltrate the soil (or other substrate). 
Through this process of infiltration the water is filtered by 
the soil, thus reducing bacterial loads. Slowing down and 
spreading out stormwater and allowing it time to infiltrate 
also serves to prevent flooding and erosion as well as the 

damage to homes and properties which  increases public 
safety. This results in safer, cleaner, more enjoyable creeks 
and rivers.

In addition to the stormwater treatment benefits, LID BMPs 
provide a pleasant visual amenity, enhancing the habitat for 
plants, animals, insects and humans. 

The River Authority seeks to promote LID through our 
Watershed Wise Rebate Program. This program offers a rebate 
to commercial developments, which include the construction 
of on-site stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) to 
either new construction or a retrofit of an existing property. 
Applications are evaluated based on location, treatment 
percentage and impact on receiving body. Preference is given 
to projects that are in high priority load areas, treat a higher 
percentage of the target volume and reduce the impact on 
the receiving bodies. The rebate program is available in Bexar, 
Wilson, Karnes, and Goliad counties. The River Authority 
seeks to promote LID BMPs in all four of our counties, and 
developments in our southern basin are encouraged to apply. 

For more on our Watershed Wise Rebate Program, LID and 
tips on what actions you can take at home to promote 
healthy creeks and rivers visit our website at www.sara-tx.org.

By Barry Walker, Community Relations Coordinator

Watershed Wise Rebate Program
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On October 5, 2018 the San Antonio River Authority (River 
Authority) celebrates the 5th anniversary of the Mission Reach 
section of the Riverwalk. The success of the project can been 
seen through the abundance of recreational opportunities 
offered to the community and the flourishing native plants 
and wildlife that continue to increase from year to year. The 
project has seen many noteworthy accomplishments during its 
five years that include education and programming provided 
to countless students and visitors, installations of incredible 
public art pieces, implementation of more sustainable land 
management practices, and even played a major role in the 
San Antonio River receiving the Thiess International RiverPrize 
in 2017. 

THE BEGINNING 
The Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation 
Project broke ground in June 2008, seeking to restore the 
ecosystem of a nine-mile stretch of the San Antonio River 
south of downtown previously channelized for flood control 
purposes. 

The goal of the project was not only to reestablish riverine 
features and riparian woodlands, reintroduce native plants, 
enhance aquatic habitat, and reconnect cultural and 
historical features, but also to give the community a place 
and opportunity to truly connect with the San Antonio River 
through recreation.

RECREATION
Since its completion five years ago, the Mission Reach has 
connected hundreds of thousands of visitors to the San 
Antonio River. Along with 8-miles of paddling trail, the 
project also boasts 15 miles of hike and bike trails for outdoor 
enthusiasts to enjoy. From field trips, bike tours, fishing clinics, 
birding, special events and more the River Authority has strived 
to create fun and inviting activities to enhance appreciation 
and love for the San Antonio River. 

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION
The Mission Reach Restoration Project is one of the largest 
of its kind and certainly one of the River Authority’s greatest 
efforts. Over the past five years there has been tremendous 
success and growth in terms of native wildlife and native plant, 
aquatic, and avian species. The avian study in particular is just 
one of the many ways our dedicated staff has been able to 
measure the positive impact the project has had on the native 
habitat. 

Additional studies conducted by the River Authority through 
continuous routine fish monitoring and water quality testing 
by the Environmental Science team, conclude that the San 
Antonio River now has a reproducing population of native 
Guadalupe Bass, the State Fish of Texas, which shows the water 
quality and habitat in the Mission Reach are suitable for this 
species that has very particular habitat requirements. 
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By Marissa Korth, Community Relations Coordinator 

The Mission Reach – Five Years Later



Prescribed burning, a controlled and scientific land 
management tool, was also introduced as a way to sustainably 
manage invasive plant species. This method of land 
management allows the Watershed and Park Operations team 
to more effectively control invasive species, which in turn 
creates a more livable environment for native plant species and 
wildlife to thrive. 

CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS 
In addition to being an ecosystem restoration and recreation 
project, the Mission Reach also reconnects the river to the 
San Antonio Missions, the only UNESCO World Heritage site in 
Texas. In partnership with the San Antonio River Foundation 
(River Foundation), art pieces are installed along this segment 
of the river to further transform the beauty of the project and 
connect the rich history of the Missions to the natural San 

Antonio River. One of the greatest achievements in partnership 
with the River Foundation, was the opening of Confluence 
Park, an extraordinary destination for learning and recreation, 
inspiring visitors while teaching environmental science and 
sustainability.

Finally, in 2017 the San Antonio River received the The Thiess 
International RiverPrize, awarded by the International River 
Foundation to recognize exemplary initiatives in river basin 
restoration or protection. Though this award recognizes the 
San Antonio River as a whole, the efforts to restore the Mission 
Reach segment of the Riverwalk was a critical component to fit 
the criteria for which the award is given. 

To learn more about the Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration 
and Recreation project please visit www.sara-tx.org.
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ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION BY THE NUMBERS

• 59,722 birds documented using the restored habitat in the project.
• 192 birds documented using the restored habitat in the project.
• 88 species of Trees and Shrubs in the project.  
• 39 native aquatic plant species. An increase of 19 since 2013!
• 177 native grass and wildlife species. Nearly tripled over 5 years!
• 23,000+ Young Trees and Shrubs have been planted in the project.

MISSION REACH: BEFORE MISSION REACH: AFTER
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Goliad County’s ranching and agriculture 
heritage has inspired residents to have a 
strong connection to the area’s natural 
resources for centuries. The San Antonio 
River and its tributaries are particularly 
valuable to landowners and their 
operations. 

Improving the health of creeks and rivers is the San Antonio 
River Authority’s (River Authority’s) purpose. We support 
various efforts throughout the basin that are specifically for 
agriculture and promote clean, sustainable creeks and rivers.

One of these ongoing efforts is the River Authority’s 
partnership with the Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
(SWCD) in each county we serve. As chairman of the Goliad 
County SWCD, I see first-hand how this partnership helps 
advance our local SWCD’s mission to conserve and enhance 
our natural resources and to assist landowners with best 
management practices that will help improve water quality in 
our county.

The River Authority provides $25,000 to each SWCD in our 
four county jurisdiction, which helps sponsor an agriculturally 

focused community assistance program aimed to encourage 
water quality and conservation practices in partnership with 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). These 
funds also help provide landowners with technical assistance. 
Agricultural land owners benefit from this program through 
support with funding and conservation expertise. It also 
enhances education and outreach efforts along with special 
programs such as the individual plant treatment organized in 
Goliad each year.

Thanks to these partnerships, more opportunities are 
becoming available for agricultural landowners to learn how to 
best conserve and enhance the waterways on their properties 
through locally led workshops. These workshops, site visits and 
conservation planning are important for the River Authority 
and county SWCD representatives to meet and talk with 
landowners so all participants can learn from each other and 
discuss topics on a local level. 

The River Authority appreciates all those who help protect our 
natural resources through conservation efforts on their land 
and it is dedicated to enhancing the health of our creeks and 
rivers for the future farmers and ranchers of Goliad.

By James Fuller, M.D., Board Member, Goliad County

Partnering With Local 
Soil & Water Conservation Districts

A common phone call we receive at the San Antonio River 
Authority are reports of “very long” snakes climbing a 
tree. That’s right. A snake. Climbing. A tree. What the caller 
observed was most likely a rat snake (Elaphe obsolete), a 
common resident species of the Mission Reach segment of 
the River Walk. This species is no stranger to the San Antonio 
River further south, nor around towns like Goliad or Runge, 
either. 

Rat snakes are beautiful with highly variable color and 
patterns. In the San Antonio River basin, these snakes can 
range from grey with irregular blotching or even orange 
accented patterns to black, with a pale underbelly. It has 
a slender body (when compared to other snake species) 
and can grow to a magnificent six feet in length. This 
body conformation combined with their strength and flat 
specialized belly scales not only makes them agile predators, 
keeping the local rodent population in check, but allows 
them the dexterity to climb trees and prey upon birds. 

The rat snake uses its strength to constrict and suffocate 
its prey, because it is a non-venomous species. However, if 

you accidentally get too close and scare them, they will put 
on quite the display, doing their best to mimic a venomous 
diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus atrox). In fact, they will 
coil up, raise their head, and vibrate the tip of their tail wildly 
against their body to create a rattle sound. Actions that warn 
you that you are making them nervous. They will only strike 
out as a last resort and would much prefer that you both 
respectfully go your separate ways. Happening upon the rat 
snake is a sure sign of a healthy ecosystem - let’s help them 
by keeping it that way. 

By Carrie Merson, Education Specialist

South Texas Natives: Rat Snake (Elaphe obsolete)
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A river is a living, breathing entity that supports and gives life 
to countless plants, animals, communities and cultures. As 
long as people have been studying and trying to understand 
riverine systems they have used sensitive organisms as 
indicators of environmental stress; one such group of 
indicator organisms are freshwater mussels. Freshwater 
mussels are filter feeders that ingest bacteria, plankton 
and other suspended materials; however, they also filter 
any pollutants or toxic materials that may exist in the water 
column or sediment. In order to better understand the health 
of native mussel populations in the San Antonio River, The 
San Antonio River Authority (River Authority) launched a 
mussel research project in 2014 that has since expanded to a 
one of a kind program in Texas.

The Holistic Mussel Project (HMP) was the River Authority’s 
first mussel project that was designed to evaluate the overall 
species abundance and population health and distribution 
of mussels throughout the basin. Over 250 sites have been 
sampled in the San Antonio River, Medina River, Cibolo Creek 
and Leon Creek combined. Sampling in Bexar, Wilson, Karnes 
and Goliad counties has yielded more than 1000 individuals 
identified from twelve different species. Surveys in the 
Mission Reach segment of the San Antonio River yielded only 

a single individual and led to many questions for the River 
Authority’s aquatic biologists. 

• Could mussels thrive in the Mission Reach? 
• Would they be able to re-colonize the area on their own? 
• What species could we potentially re-introduce?

Those questions, and many more, led to the creation of the 
Mission Reach Mussel Survivability (MRMS) study. The four 
most common species identified during HMP sampling, 
golden orb, pistolgrip, threeridge and yellow sandshell, were 
chosen for inclusion in this groundbreaking study. Individuals 
were collected from the southern basin and brought to three 
sites in the Mission Reach where they were placed in three 
different gear types to evaluate their ability to live and grow 
in the recently restored eight mile stretch south of downtown 
San Antonio. Their growth rates will be compared to a control 
site north of Goliad and ultimately be evaluated for re-
stocking feasibility. In order to further prepare for a potential 
re-stocking effort, the River Authority will be partnering with 
the United States Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) to develop 
propagation methodology and re-introduction management 
plans. These sensitive species are vital to the health of the 
river and the River Authority will continue working to ensure 
their place in the river is safe for generations to come. 

San Antonio River Authority 
Mussel Research Program 
By Shaun Donovan, Aquatic Biologist

Species found north of Goliad in the San Antonio River (clockwise from bottom left): Amblema plicata, 
threeridge; Cyclonaias aurea, golden orb; Tritogonia verrucosa, pistolgrip; Lampsilis teres, yellow 
sandshell; Megalonaias nervosa, washboard.



FREE on a first come, first served basis. Collection will close at the discretion of the 
sponsors. For more information, call 1-866-345-7272 ext. 3228

Financed with funds from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
through the Alamo Area Council of Governments (AACOG)

WILSON COUNTY COLLECTION EVENT
Household Hazardous Waste, Used Tires, Used Electronics & Pharmaceutical Waste

Saturday, October 20, 2018 - 8 a.m. to Noon 
Wilson County Precinct 3 Yard, 511 7th Street, Sutherland Springs, TX

Residents of Wilson County only, proof of address required – No businesses.

Saturday, October 20, 2018
We invite you to join us for the 27th Annual Missions Tour 
de Goliad Bike Ride, one of the premier rides in Texas. 
The Missions Tour de Goliad offers the unique charm and 
challenges of the South Texas countryside. Whether you 
choose the 10, 30, 50 or 65 mile/Metric Century tours, 
you will pedal through a rich countryside filled with stately 
centuries-old live oak trees and gently rolling hills. Make 
plans now to join us! www.goliadcc.org

27th Annual 
Missions Tour de Goliad

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL UPCOMING EVENTS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.SARA-TX.ORG.
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VISIT WWW.SARA-TX.ORG FOR EVENT INFO & CONTEST GUIDELINES

VISIT
Participating locations 
along the Museum Reach 
beginning December 1

VOTE
Visit participating locations, 
pick your favorite and vote 
online by December 16

SANTA’S 
WONDERLAND
HOLIDAY COSTUMED 
CHARACTERS
CHRISTMAS TREE 
LIGHT SHOW
FOOD TRUCKS

STROLLING HOLIDAY 
MUSIC BARGES

LIVE HOLIDAY 
CONCERT STAGE
FREE PARKING & 

ADMISSION

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL UPCOMING EVENTS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.SARA-TX.ORG.
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Following the major flood events in 
October 1998 and July 2002, Bexar County, 
the City of San Antonio and the San 
Antonio River Authority (River Authority) 
and 20 suburban cities united in an effort 
to improve flood control, stormwater 
management and water quality. Through 
an interlocal agreement in 2004, the Bexar 

Regional Watershed Management partnership (BRWM) was 
created. Since the formation of the BRWM, approximately 
$925 million dollars of flood mitigation and drainage projects 
have been implemented based upon the collaboration, 
coordination and technical information developed by the 
River Authority and our partners. The River Authority alone 
has invested approximately $45 million in development and 
maintenance of hydrologic and hydraulic models; floodplain 
maps, analysis of modifications to the floodplain; Watershed 
Master Plans, flood response and risk management tools. 

In the wake of Hurricane Harvey, the State Legislature, Texas 
Water Development Board, Governor Abbott’s office and 
others are evaluating approaches to improve the planning, 
coordination and implementation of flood management 
strategies at the local and regional level. State leaders have 
recognized that what we have been doing in the Bexar 
County region has been successful and coordinated. They 
also are looking at River Authorities throughout the State 

to promote a more comprehensive basin-by-basin look at 
flood management. Looking at the BRWM as a template, the 
State agencies are impressed by the organizational structure 
and the partnership built through an interlocal agreement 
that enhanced existing local and regional governmental 
cooperation without adding a new layer of bureaucracy. 
Legislators and others understand river authorities across the 
state are in unique positions as we are watershed based with 
numerous intergovernmental relationships and partnerships 
throughout our respective river basins. 

The River Authority’s role in the BRWM and throughout 
the San Antonio River watershed is to provide the best and 
most current engineering and scientific data. River Authority 
staff have the technical knowledge and skills to advance 
and improve floodplain mapping, provide more informative 
and understandable flood risk data for residents, model 
water quality and flood issues and also predictively model 
storm events to support and enhance emergency operation 
center capabilities. By creating and providing these tools 
to our watershed partners we enable them to implement 
appropriate projects and make sound development decisions. 

So today, the San Antonio River Authority is working with 
statewide leaders to share the BRWM template across the 
state and communicate our experiences and expertise in this 
successful regional approach to addressing watershed issues. 

By Suzanne Scott, General Manager

Leading by Example


